
DIY TV Stand

Create a great-looking home for your television with this stylish TV stand. It accommodates up to 60″ screens, and offers

space for components and a few decor pieces. Holes make it easy to run cords in back out of view. You can build it from a

single sheet of plywood and a few other supplies.

Difficulty

Moderate
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Tools
Kreg Tools

Wood Project Clamp - 6"

Kreg® Pocket-Hole Jig 720

Other Tools

Circular Saw (corded)

Jigsaw

Miter Saw

Square

Tape Measure

Drill (cordless)

Sander

Flat Mill File

Materials
Wood Products

Plywood , 3/4" Thick , Full Sheet1

Hardware & Supplies

1 1/4" Coarse-thread Pocket Hole Screws36

#10 X 1" Panhead Screws24

2" X 36" 1/8"-thick Aluminum Angle2

25' Roll Iron-on Oak Edge Banding1

Pint Black Gel Stain1

Quart Clear Top-coat Finish1

2" Forstner Bit1

Right-angle Drill Attachment1

Roll Painter's Tape1

“Final Stripping” Finishing Pad1

“Between Coats” Finishing Pad1

“Final Finish” Finishing Pad1

Veneer Edge Trimmer1

Wood Glue1
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https://www.kregtool.com/shop/clamping/clamps/wood-project-clamp---6/KHC6.html
https://www.kregtool.com/shop/pocket-hole-joinery/pocket-hole-jigs/kreg-pocket-hole-jig-720/KPHJ720.html


Cut List & Parts
Top Panel , 3/4" Ply X 15" X 60"1

Middle Panel , 3/4" Ply X 15" X 60"1

Bottom Panel , 3/4" Ply X 15" X 60"1

Side , 3/4" Ply X 5 1/2" X 12 1/4"2

Side Filler , 3/4" Ply X 5 1/2" X 12 1/4"2

Top Support , 3/4" Ply X 5 1/2" X 30"1

Divider , 3/4" Ply X 5 1/2" X 15"2

Back Center , 3/4" Ply X 5 1/2" X 19 3/4"1

Back Side , 3/4" Ply X 5 1/2" X 18 3/8"2

Leg , 1/8" X 2" X 17 3/4" Aluminum Angle4
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Directions
Review the Procedures
The assembly of this project is a little different than we normally use. For this one, it’s best to make all of the parts first, and

then do an initial assembly. That way, you can position and align the legs. When everything fits just right, disassemble the

stand and mark the locations of the parts so they go back in the same place. Then sand, clean, and finish all of the parts

while you can get to all of the surfaces easily. After that, you can put everything back together to complete the project. Also,

this project is made from plywood (we used oak). Check out the Tip below to make sure your plywood looks its best.

Start at the Top, Middle & Bottom
Cut the Top, Middle, and Bottom Panel to size from 3/4" oak veneer plywood as shown in the cutting diagram. These panels

are all exactly the same, so make sure your cuts are consistent. To get good-quality cuts, check out the Tip below. Choose

which Panel you’ll use as the Top Panel, and mark it. A great way to do that without leaving marks on your wood is to apply

masking tape and write on the tape.

Cut the Notches
Now you need to cut the notches at all four corners of the Top, Middle, and Bottom Panels. The Tip below offers a couple of

great ways to ensure clean, accurate cuts. One great way to make sure all of the notches are the same is to stack the panels

and cut the notches in all three at the same time. Be sure to align the panel edges and ends, and clamp them together

securely.

Veneer the Panel Edges
From a roll of iron on veneer edge banding, cut six side pieces and three front pieces for the Top, Middle, and Bottom

Panels. Make the pieces slightly long. Apply the edge banding with a hot iron. After the edging cools, trim the veneer tape

flush. Use a sharp utility to trim the ends. For the edges, you can use the knife, or use a veneer edge trimmer, as shown in

the Tip below. Lightly sand the cut edges so they’re smooth and flush with the surrounding surfaces.

1

2

3

4
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Make Side Panels and Side Fillers
Cut two Sides and two Side Fillers to size as shown in the cutting diagram. You’ll see that these, as well as the rest of the

plywood parts are all 5 1/2" wide. A great way to make these pieces is to cut a series of 5 1/2"-wide strips from your plywood.

Then crosscut the pieces all to length at the miter saw. Once you’ve cut your Sides and Side Fillers, set your pocket hole jig

for 3/4" thick material, and then drill pocket holes in the two Sides, as shown. The Side Fillers don’t need pocket holes. They’ll

simply get glued in during final assembly in Step 18.

Create the Dividers
Cut two dividers to size as shown in the cutting diagram, and drill pocket holes where shown. Cut two pieces of veneer edge

banding long enough to cover one short edge on each of the Dividers. Apply the edge banding, and then trim it flush.

5

6
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Make a Top Support
Cut the Top Support to size, as shown in the cutting diagram. With the "A" side facing up, lightly mark the location where

the access hole is to be drilled. Then you need to drill a 2-diameter hole through the Top Support. This is done with a

Forstner-style bit. Start by using a nail or the tip of a screw to make an indentation in the Top Support at the hole’s center

point location. This will help keep the drill bit from moving when you start drilling the hole. Secure the Top Support to a

work surface with a scrap piece of wood beneath it and drill the hole. Set your drill to its slowest speed and take care to hold

the pit perpendicular to the surface as you drill.

Make the Back Panels
Cut the two Back Sides and one Back Center to size as shown in the cutting diagram. Then drill pocket screw holes where

shown. Mark the locations for the cord holes, and then drill those large holes through the Backs using the same process as

in the previous step.

7

8
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Cut the Legs
Cut four legs to length from 1/8" x 2" Aluminum angle. You can use a hacksaw, but that’s slow and inaccurate, Believe it or

not, you can cut aluminum with a regular saw, such as your miter saw, as explained in the Tip.

Start the Preliminary Assembly
Now you can start the initial assembly, as discussed in Step 1. First, attach the Top Support to the Top with 1 1/4" coarse-

thread pocket hole screws at the location shown.

9
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Assemble the Lower Box
Position the two Sides and the two Dividers on the Bottom Panel at the locations shown, and then attach them with 1 1/4"

coarse-thread pocket hole screws. Then position the Middle Panel on this assembly, and clamp it in place. The space

between is too tight fit a drill and standard square-drive bit. So, use a right angle attachment (shown in the tool list, and a

short square drive bit to drive in 1 1/4" coarse-thread pocket hole screws that attach the Middle Panel to the Sides and

Dividers

Attach the Top to the Bottom
Set the Top Support/Top Panel assembly on the Middle Panel at the location shown. Support this assembly on a couple of

your 5 1/2"-wide plywood cutoffs, and make sure that the ends and edges of all the panels align. A good way to do this is to

temporarily clamp the aluminum Legs in place. Then attach the Top Support to the Middle Panel with 1 1/4" coarse-thread

pocket hole screws. Again, you’ll need to use the right-angle attachment on your drill.

11
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Drill Holes in the Legs
Measure and mark the locations of the holes on each leg. With a nail, make an indentation at the hole location, this will

keep the drill bit from wandering as you start drilling. Secure each leg on a scrap board and drill all of the holes with a 1/8"

drill bit.

Position the Legs
Now that the case is together, it’s time to set the final location for the legs. Clamp the first leg in place on your stand

assembly so that the end of the Leg sticks up 1/4" above the Top Panel, as shown. Make sure the Leg fits tightly, then drill a

pilot hole through the leg hole into the plywood. Do this for each hole on the Leg. Then secure the Leg with #10 x 1" pan-

head wood screws. Now work your way around the stand, positioning and temporarily attaching each Leg in the same way.

13
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Add the Back
Place each Back Side panel in place so it is flush with the back edge of the Middle and Bottom Panels, and then secure the

Back Side panels and with 1 1/4" coarse-thread pocket hole screws. Next, set the Back Middle panel in place, and secure it

with 1 1/4" coarse-thread pocket hole screws.

Take it all Apart
With the Legs set, it’s time to finish the TV stand. As crazy as it sounds, the best way to do that is to take the whole thing

back apart. That’s part of the beauty of pocket hole construction, though. Just remove he screws, and you can pull it all

apart. Then you can reassemble it all later just as easily. With everything apart, you can sand all of the pieces and polish the

Legs. Sure, this requires extra work, bit with clear access to all the surfaces, you’ll get a much better quality finish.

Polish the Legs, Apply Stain
To clean up the Legs, first use a flat metal file or sandpaper to take off any burs around the holes and to slightly ease the top

and bottom edges. Now use finishing pads to smooth and polish all of the Leg surfaces. Start with a coarse pad and go over

all four legs. Then progress to medium and fine pads, until all of the surfaces have a consistent finish. Also stain or finish the

plywood parts to suit your taste. Be sure to stain the Side Fillers while you’re at it. We wiped on black gel stain, and buffed a

lot of it off with rags while still wet, then added two coats of water-based finish.

Put It All Back Together
When the finish is dry, re-assemble the TV Stand in the same order as the original assembly. Also add the Side Fillers by

gluing them in place against the Sides. The fillers hide the pocket holes that might be visible. Then load up your TV and

components, and relax with a favorite movie or show. You’ve earned it!

15
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